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FONDAMEN'l'AL STUDIES OF FATIGUE OP COlJ~B 
Funds for a project "FUndamental Studies or Fatigue or 
concrete" were granted to the University or Illinois in August, 
1954, by the National Science Foundation. These funds provided 
for a two year study. Thio report is a brief summary or the 
work completed durinc the first year or the investigation. 
Scope or Project 
The project was set up with five objectives as follows: 
1. The establishment or the relaxation time of 
concrete in its relation to the physical constitution 
of the mtcrial and to its static properties. 
2. The detel't:11nat1on or the effect or rate or strain 
in the application or loads together with the influence. 
or the frequency and duration of rest periods. 
3. The determination of the effect of range or stress. 
4. The determination or the effect of variation or the 
loadinc spectruc including overstress and understress, 
ao well as hieh and low stresses. 
5. The detemination of the endurance limit for 
concrete, if it exists, and its correlation with static 
strenGth or deformation characteristics. 
Concrete or both high and medium strength and produced from 
both wet and dry mixes were to be considered. 
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·ork Completed 
The follouing ork hao b en completed or snow 1n the 
process of beinG complete : 
1. A study of the relaxation time or concrete has been 
made and data obtained tn regard to the magnitude or 
relaxation time. 
2. Tosto have been made to determine the effect or 
range or streas on the fatigue strength. The load 
has been varied fro Oto maximum, from 25 per cent 
or a ~.aximum to the maximum, and from 50 per cent of 
the maximum to the maximum, and from 75 per cent or 
the maximum to the maximum. These t~sts had been 
made on high strength concrete with both a wet and 
dry mix. 
3., The tests made so far have not indioated that an 
endurance limit exists tor concrete. 
Future Work 
It is planned that tests to determine the effect of rate of 
strain run concurrently 1·11th the investigation of the effect of 
range of stress. As yet no \·1ork has been done on the effect of 
rest periods and variations or loading spectrum. It is hoped 
that they can be \·1orked in the program in the not too distant 
future. 
It 1s anticipated that a ne repeated load testing machine 
~•ill be available shortly. 
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Personnel 
The follo~1ng personnel have been emplc,y don the project: 
Projeet Director: c. E. Kesler 
Research As ociate: T. S. Chang 
Research Assistants: J. w. Murdock 
H. Hori 
Student Assistants: J. w. Burnett 
J. Halloran 
Paul Prube 
o. P. Domenella 
D. Chambliss 
R. misley 
R. a. Gray 
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Messrs. Chang, Murdock, and Hori worked or are working half 
time on this project while pursuing their graduate studies. Mr. 
Chang has received his doctorate, but 1s still available to assist 
the project. 
The seven studen~ assistants are undergraduates who are 
pursuing their engineering studies .f'ull time, but desire to work 
on such a project because or the experience, knowledge, and extra 
personal contact ,·11th the staff. They materially assist in getting 
the work done. 
